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Millie Billett and Aimee Driffield

During the year 8 enrichment week there have been a variety of interesting activities on.
Some of which include journalism and photography, careers, business studies, managing
your money and emergency services. Animal Care is what we’re writing about today.

This activity has taken place in C1 all through Wednesday 11th July (careers day). A staff
member from Askham Bryan Vet College in York gave a talk about different careers in
Animal Care and even brought in some furry and not-so-furry animals.
Some of the topics she was talking about included: snail extinction, careers with animals,
the breeding of animals near extinction and other interesting subjects.
All of these animals were allowed to be held by the Y8.

Interview with a year 8 doing animal care
Do you have any pets?
Yes
How many pets do you have?
6
What breed of pet are they?
A dog, 2 turtles, a crested gecko, a horse and a pony
How have you found this session so far?
Fun
What have you learned so far?
I have learnt that ferrets are really cute
Are you interested in things like this for in the future?
Yes

Olivia Anderson
In Journalism and photography you get to experience what it’s like to write
articles. You are given certain jobs like Editor: The editor organizes everything
and they can edit people’s ideas, they also read through the articles that
others have written to make sure they are the best that they can be. There are
also other jobs like the photographer where you go around the school and
take pictures with a professional camera for the articles. You volunteer for
these jobs so you are not pressurized to do it. When you are writing an article
there are different categories to choose from e.g. recent events, local
community, sports etc. Then, once you have chosen a category you can choose
what to write about. To get the
information, you can search it up,
you can do interviews on people’s
opinions, or if you are doing about
the school you can go round and ask
questions and get extra information.

Lilly Taylor said: “I think that this
interesting to learn about because
you can put your opinions into
writing.”
Aimee Driffield said: “I think that it is good because you can learn how to write
articles and newspapers. I would probably want to do something more
interesting but this is a good option.”

Baldersby ParkDeershed festival
20th-22nd July 2017

Dulcie Webster Jones
Deershed Festival takes place at Baldersby Park once a year around the time
of the beginning of the summer holidays. Preparations for the festival begin
immediately after the previous year’s festival. Whereas setting up begins two
weeks before it begins.
Each year has a theme: Deershed Festival at the Movies, Deershed Festival Up
in the Air, Deershed Festival Time Travel etc.
This year’s festival theme is: Deershed Festival Making Waves.
For the past two years Thirsk School and Sixth Form College art department
have been helping out with the preparations. The art department’s job is
decorating the festival’s story time shed, where at night bed time stories will
be read.
The festival has many workshops and activities for young children and music
and comedy acts for the adults. Making it the perfect festival for all. Every year
the activities are based on the theme, making this year’s workshop
preparations wave themed.
There are chances for you to get involved too! Every year many people
volunteer to help out in workshops, in merchandise, or as runners (helping out
crew members all over site). Lots and lots of work goes into each festival,
before it begins and throughout the festival weekend, from the crew members
backstage all the way down to the young children in the workshops.

Olivia Cooke Tonge
Fenn: What rides did you on?
I went on Trauma Tower, Twister, The Ultimate, Raptor Attack, The Flying Cutlass,
Ladybird, Apollo and The Thunderdome

Charlie: What was your favourite ride?
The Eagle’s Claw because once it reached the top you
could see the whole park.

Fenn: Do you regret not going on any rides?
I regretted not going on The Black Pearl because
everyone I went with went on it and said it was fun.

Charlie: What was your least enjoyable ride?
Eagle’s Creak Farm because it was extremely slow and none of the animals did anything
interesting and were just asleep also the sprinkler was too close to the ride and so we got
sprayed with water which was meant for the grass.

Lilly Taylor
Many people drink bottled water because they think that it’s a healthier alternative to tap
water. The truth is that most bottled waters are really just filtered tap water. Americans
consumed 13.7 billion gallons of bottled water in
2017 - boosting an industry worth $18.5 billion. Each
year the average UK household uses 480 plastic
bottle, but only recycles 270 of them. This means that
generally, over 35 million plastic bottles being used
every day in the UK, nearly 16 million plastic bottles
aren’t being put out for recycling.

Pros
Banning bottled water would reduce waste and protect the environment.
Banning bottled water is good for your health.
Banning bottled water would save money.
Banning bottled water would protect local water supplies.

Cons
Banning bottled water removes a healthy choice and leads to increased consumption of
unhealthy sugary drinks.
Other types of beverages have plastic containers that are more harmful than plastic water
bottles, and bans don't necessarily reduce waste.
Bottled water is a practical emergency water supply.
Banning bottled water restricts consumers' access to a product they want, and negatively affects
small businesses.
In conclusion, bottled water could be made with biodegradable materials to stop some
environmental effects and, could also be BPA
free to stop any health risks. Or you could
buy a reusable bottle.

Alanah Winfield

Caitlin Hall and Eleanor Gee
We interviewed students and teachers to get their opinions on the rule that lower
school cannot wear makeup!

Student “We should be allowed because upper
school can wear it and people might be selfconscious.”

Student “I agree because if you want to express
yourself then you can use make-up to do that.”
Student “I think we should be able to wear makeup
because it does not affect your learning and it is not
fair that the upper school get to wear it and lower
school don’t.”
Teacher “I disagree with it because it’s not our
school policy and it could represent the school
poorly if we didn’t consider what we allow our
students to do.”
Teacher “I do think students should find confidence
in themselves and I would hope make-up isn’t the
only answer for that.”
Our opinion is that lower school girls and boys should be
allowed to wear to wear make-up or express themselves
freely because a lot of the girls / boys feel very selfconscious so they use makeup to help them feel
more confident and helps them to be
themselves!

Katie Acheson
On Monday 9th July 2018, years 7, 8 and 9 of Thirsk School went on a 10
mile walk around the local area. This walk was the start of enrichment
week and everyone took part. However, some people (mainly staff) ran the
10 miles, or part of it. This included Mr Holmes, who dressed up at Elvis
Presley!
All the students were given a sponsorship form in which they were
supposed to raise money and get friends and family to sponsor them. It is
not yet known which year group raised the most, but the profits will be
used for school projects.
So who had the idea? Mr Hollis, assistant head and history teacher, came up
with the idea of the walk and thought it was a good idea to spend time
outdoors instead of indoors, like students usually would if on normal
timetable in lessons.
All the students got into groups, a minimum of 4, and had a map to read (or
just followed the group in front). There was different checkpoints where
teachers were waiting with registers, some with water too, and they told us
where to go and answered any questions we had. Many teachers also took
part in the walk,
including Mr Hollis
who had the idea in
the first place. He and
Mr Rickard walked at
the back behind all the
students and had litter
pickers, just in case,
but hopefully he didn’t
have to pick up too
much!
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Eva Foggin
Many students took GCSE art this year. Some of their work is being
currently showcased in an exhibition, located in the art block. Mrs
Atkinson (the head of Art) said, “The students did very well on such a
difficult exam.” These are some of the examples of the work, which is
available to be seen on Friday 13th of July after school.

Will Chandler
We’ve all heard of England’s recent successes in the 2018 World Cup held in Russia.
It started off with a 2-1 win over Tunisia. After a great win of 6-1 over Panama a place in
the knockout stage was achieved. Facing Belgium was a challenge, with a disappointing 10 loss. Here is how the group finished.
GROUP G
TEAM

Played

Won

Drew

Lost

Goals for

Goals
against

Goal
difference

Points

Belgium

3

3

0

0

9

2

+7

9

England

3

2

0

1

8

3

+5

6

Tunisia

3

1

0

2

5

8

-3

3

Panama

3

0

0

3

2

11

-9

0

A pass through the group stage was expected but how would England battle against
Colombia in the round of 16. After a very tense first half in which a dirty battle was
fought, it was 0-0 with very few chances, however England were lucky to have no injuries
as Colombia played a game where the only way to tackle someone was to foul them. In
the second half Colombia pushed the boundaries just a bit too much fouling England’s
star player Harry Kane in the box. The referee had a great view and gave a penalty. Harry
Kane calmly placed in the back of David Ospina’s net.

Just as England thought they were through to the quarter finals, devastation struck in
when substitute Yerry Mina headed the ball into the net from a corner. As the goal was in
the 90+4 minute out of 90+5 England didn’t have time to prevent extra time. After a very
dull and nerve-racking extra time nothing had happened. It was England’s worst
nightmare: PENALTIES!!!
It finished Colombia 3-4 England Eric Dier was the man that scored the winner. England
had won their first penalty shootout!
The quarter finals was a breeze with 2 headers from Leicester's Harry Maguire and
Tottenham's Dele Alli England were through to their first semi- final since Italia 90 which
all kids, and quite a few adults, were not around to experience.

We spoke to Mr. Webster, these were the results:
How do you think England have done in the World Cup so far?
I think they have surpassed all of our expectations.
Do you think we are going to make it to the final?
Yes, we have a very good chance in getting to the final.
If we do get to the final, do you think we will win?
I think we have a chance at winning at winning the World Cup this year and we are going
to create history if we win.
How excited were you when we won our first World Cup penalty shootout?
I was in the pub and walked outside to then take my shirt off and proceed in spinning it
above my head when one of my previous Year Seven students from my old school came
up to me and said “Sir, It’s coming home!”.
When did you first get into football?
I was 4 years old when I first got into
football.
How long have you been supporting
England for?
Since I was 4 years old.
Why do you like football?
I like football because it brings people
together.
Overall it has been one of England's most
successful world cups and we hope to make it all the way to the final to beat France and
get a second star on our kit to signify our second world cup victory.

Angel Kettlewell
We decided to interview Mr Aldred, the IT teacher and it turned out to be very interesting.
Questions:
What is your role at Thirsk school?
“My role at Thirsk school is head of the computing department, I love every minute of it”
How long have you worked at Thirsk School and Sixth Form College?
Sir replied “I have worked at this school for 9 and a half years of my life”
What is your dream job?
We were shocked by his replied as he exclaimed ,“My dream job would be a love island contestant,
sadly I didn’t make it in! So my second choice would have to be an astronaut.”
What were your first opinions of the school?
“My first opinions of the school was how polite the students and teacher were and I loved the caring
atmosphere”
How has the school helped you?
“It has given me the opportunity to develop students lives,” he told us.
What is your favourite subject?
“My favourite subject apart from IT is defiantly music or maths. I love both subjects because they
were the most enjoyable subjects when I was at school.”
Opinions: people have lots of different opinions about Mr Aldred like, “he is the greatest dancer
since Michel Jackson!” and “he has a great beard!” also “he is always chirpy and very popular
with loads of the students”, “sir is weird but very funny.”
Extra information:
Our very own Mr Aldred is set to star in a national TV advertising campaign to encourage more people to
become teachers.
Mr Aldred, our Head of Computing, was selected to star in the government TV campaign to attract more
teachers into the profession after helping his year seven and eight students to win a contest to provide
scientific experiments for the International Space
Station.
Mr Aldred said he is delighted to be asked to front
the campaign as, after 14 years in the profession,
he is as passionate about it as when he started. He
said he hoped the campaign would attract
inspirational teachers as they could have a huge
impact on.
Mr Aldred said: "Any job has pressures and demands, but in teaching the pressures are all very
different, one minute I can be looking after a £60,000 budget and the next I could be teaching a class of
16-year-olds. You are always doing something different, using different skill sets, which makes the job
fresh and exciting. Children's futures and that the challenging nature of the job made it rewarding. “

On 11th July 2018, year 7 of Thirsk School & Sixth Form College had their Sports Day.
Here’s what some of the P.E staff had to say:
“110% effort. Fantastic day with fantastic students” says Mrs Sanderson, who was in
charge of the Year 7 rounders games. The rounders games where extremely successful
and lots of fun. Although, it was very warm and tiring the students didn’t fail to have
smiles on their faces.
Our cricket expert Ben had this to say: “A good mix of competition, learning and fun,
although a BBQ and ice cream is missing.” We all agree! The cricket is an extremely fun
and exciting sport.
The head of P.E Mr Shuttleworth was extremely pleased with Sports Day and had a lot to
say about it. “Sports Day is going really well, everyone’s doing well, scores are closeanyone could win! But it’s about the taking part”. The tennis matches, being lead by him
are on fire and everyone is having the time of their lives.” We think he was including
himself who has been playing against Duncan!
Overall, Sports Day was successful and the students had a great time and had a lot of
learning experience. Also, they had some time outside of class and used their teamwork
skills.

Anna Kingston and Alfie Kirk
During Enrichment Week, Year 8 were asked to make two very different career choices.
There were many varied activities from emergency services to animal care and journalism
to business studies. The choices have been very successful and were engaging all of the
students. Some were very informative and talked about in great detail, whilst others took
a more hands on approach.
We have spoken to a few students to question them about their thoughts on these
exciting experiences. Madi (who was learning about catering) told us that ,“It’s extremely
fun and different from our usual lessons. Actually cooking and learning as we go has really
helped me understand these new techniques”.
We also went to the room containing horse racing, while we were there, we talked to
Fenn. He stated, “It’s was a new and unique thing to learn. It’s not something I thought I
would enjoy learning about, but it was very interesting despite my original impressions”.
Meanwhile in journalism and photography everyone seemed to be focussed. Katie told
me that “actually it’s extremely fun and I’m so happy that I chose this over everything
else, and most of all I’m learning new skills about writing.”
Some more of the subjects that pupils chose to learn about was computing and coding.
The pupils had to make shapes out of a simplified coding language called Timmy the
Turtle. When we went into the classroom everyone was working hard and having fun.
Another subject was animal care, the person teaching the lesson took out some of the
animals like the ferret called Ebony and a lizard called Godzilla. The students gathered
around and were learning interesting facts about the animal and they were also allowed
to hold the animals. One of the students said that it was nice to do something practical
while listening to the leader of the session. At the end of the day, everyone has enjoyed
this new experience.

